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List of the best fantasy app in India

Exchange22
Exchange22 is the first fantasy football, basketball, kabaddi, and fantasy cricket app in the
world. It is the best fantasy app in India. The platform stands out by offering a virtual,
real-time gaming environment. After the coin toss, participants in exchange22 can make a
few last-minute changes to their 11-player team based on bowling and batting.



Depending on the circumstances, players may be added or removed. The ability for users to
buy and sell player shares in the same way that stocks are traded on the exchange is one of
its key stock market trading features. In order to achieve its goal of becoming the best
fantasy app in India by 2023, Exchange22 provides a dependable, secure, and safe gaming
environment.

Balle Baazi
This is a great and easy-to-use fantasy cricket app for beginners. By including some of the
most cutting-edge and distinctive features, it seeks to offer the best fantasy gaming
experience imaginable. The app's legitimacy is demonstrated by Yuvraj Singh, the renowned
all-rounder who serves as its brand ambassador. Playing the IPL on this app, which offers
both bowling fantasy and batting fantasy, with your friends and family will make it enjoyable.
Additionally, it enables you to play additional games like football, basketball, kabaddi,
baseball, and more.

MyTeam11
Since it also offers free leagues where players can wager without spending any money and
still win a respectable prize, it is one of the best fantasy app in India. Although MyTeam11 is
a fantastic app, it only features a small number of teams and clubs. Despite this, it has the
benefit of improving your chances of winning in single-bet matches. You'll be shocked to
learn that it has more than 15 million users, is accessible in 9 different languages, and has a
wide range of game offers. The platform's brand ambassador is one of the greatest batsmen
of all time, Virendra Sehwag.

Vision11
The interface is completely lag-free and offers new users a Rs. 100 welcome bonus. Despite
being only a few years old and one of the fastest-growing applications, Vision11 has a
sizable player base. Start playing right away, earn points, and win real money with them by
downloading the app and signing up. Daily withdrawals are permitted from your bank
account, but your PAN card information is required. Additionally, they have a referral
programme where you can earn a 20% lifetime commission from a friend they refer.

OneTo11
Game enthusiasts can daily earn free Paytm cash on this Real-Time Fantasy platform. Even
though it was only introduced in 2020, it already has a sizable user base thanks to the
fantasy cricket games that allow players to show off their cricket expertise. A daily lucky draw
campaign is also run by them, and you can enter to win up to Rs. 1000.

This app provides a fantastic opportunity to make money because it has an unlimited referral
programme and withdrawal options, as well as a Rs. 100 sign-up bonus. The best feature of
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this platform is that it has a lower minimum withdrawal limit than 99% of the fantasy Apps on
the list, at Rs. 50.

My11 Circle
Since you can assemble a team of 11 players for each match and compete against other
teams for real money, this app is fascinating. This might be one of the best fantasy app in
India for you if you prefer playing in small leagues and don't like taking chances. In addition,
you can engage in other sports like basketball, football, and kabaddi. One of the factors for
this platform's popularity is the fact that Sourav Ganguly, one of the best Indian batsmen,
serves as its brand ambassador. Currently, they have more than 50 lakh downloads and
users, and these figures are rising daily.

PlayerzPot
You can play kabaddi, football, basketball, cricket, and many other games on this fantastic
fantasy cricket app. They offer free registration, and when you do, they'll give your account a
credit for 1000 gems that you can use to buy players. They also have a fantastic referral
programme where they pay Rs. 50 for each new referral; however, if the referral doesn't
verify their account, you won't get paid. Smriti Mandhana and Bhuvneshwar Kumar serve as
the company's brand ambassadors. They have more than 7 million users, and every day
more than 100 contests are held; you can enter and win loads of cash.

BatBall11
For registered users, BatBall11 organises daily football, kabaddi, and cricket leagues. All you
have to do to win prizes and money is select the league, create your team, and choose the
type of match from their straightforward user interface. They perform differently from other
organisations in that they host Glorious League competitions. The earnings may be quite
high in this fantasy app of India because the league's user count determines the prize
amount. The captain, vice-captain, and man of the match are the three power players you
can choose from.
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